
Michael Bashi Introduces New Web Hosting Tutorial Hostmonopoly.com to Share 

His Own Successful Hosting Techniques.   

 

An excellent online tutorial on web hosting has just been launched by highly respected 

business trainer Mike Bashi. This website is free to access and provides all necessary 

information to choose the right website host before building a website. Mr. Bashi has 

reviewed all website hosting services before coming up with this amazing review and 

training platform.    

 

Well known internet marketing consultant and business coach Mike Bashi has just hit the 

headlines yet again by introducing another online tutorial offering  web hosting 

guidelines for building and managing a website. His new website Hostmonopoly.com is a 

unique platform that serves both as review and training website. Mike Bashi a popular 

personality in the online business community, and has received tremendous appreciation 

from industry for his series of online training programs. Unlike most training websites, 

Hostmonopoly.com is absolutely free to join. All the top quality lessons from the eminent 

mentor are available in a video tutorial that can be accessed just by providing a valid 

email address.   

 

Finding a web hosting review or training website is no big deal these days. However, not 

many of these programs can offer the desired end result for the members. Mike Bashi has 

completely changed the way these products are reviewed by deciding to check the 

features of all website hosting companies on his own. Along with his highly proficient 

team, he has used hundreds of hosting services for at least a month before coming to a 

conclusion. The free video presentation in Hostmonopoly.com is a concise form of all the 

findings of his extensive research. Most importantly, he has also revealed the name of the 

most efficient hosting service in this video. 

 

According to Mr. Bashi, any efficient web hosting service must offer unlimited domain, 

unlimited bandwidth, reliable server, 4th generation hosting facility, and round the clock 

customer support. His free video also offers guidelines for efficiently managing a website 

hosting account. When asked about Hostmonopoly.com, Mike Bashi said, "Website 

hosting is the most basic requirement of an online business venture. However, choosing 

the right service is extremely difficult without an in depth knowledge of the subject. My 

new website makes the job amazingly easy because it discloses the name of the best 

website host in the market".  

 

About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.hostmonopoly.com 
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